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Description:
Interior Cleaner is a highly concentrated product for cleaning the entire interior of the car. 

Directions for use:
Depending on the pollution, dilute between neat and 1:10 with water. Apply to the parts to be cleaned with a pressure pump or 
sprayer. Leave to soak for 1 to 3 minutes and then wipe off with a microfibre cloth soaked in clean water. For the best results, 
rinse of with a cleaning gun filled with water and blow it dry with air. When used on upHolstery, rub in with a brush or microfibre 
glove. Then rinse with an extraction machine and vacuum so that the dirt is completely removed. Always test the product on an 
inconspicuous area first to avoid possible damage.

Application:
Interior Cleaner is the ideal product for thoroughly cleaning the inside of the car. It quickly removes dirt, oil, grease, nicotine 
deposits and many other contaminants from the seat upHolstery, dashboard, door panels and other interior parts. It is also an 
ideal product to use in combination with a cleaning gun filled with clean water. See direction for use. 

Benefits:
• Powerful cleaner for the entire interior 
• Does not leave any white residue after drying
• > 95% biodegradable 
• Fresh scent 

Tips & tricks:
• Did you accidentally hit a window rubber during polishing or did you not stick it off properly? With Magic Foam and interior 

cleaner you can easily remove the polishing paste from the rubber. Spray a bit of Interior Cleaner on a Magic Foam sponge 
and rub over the spot. Then rub dry with a clean cloth.

• Car mats are easy to clean with a cleaning gun filled with Interior Cleaner.
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